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Working principle
DinLink is a DBM6000 module that allows you to use your own data source to fill in the users list of the DBM6000 without having to encode each user. So
you can use your Excel file (*.xls), text (*.txt ou *.csv), or your own database (Microsoft Access, etc.) and import the information saved in it in the DBM6000
database and in the users list.
Your data source is bound to your DBM6000 database through an ODBC link. The information in the data source file are imported in the DBM6000
database and are displayed in the "Users list". You cannot modify directly the imported information in the DBM6000. The modifications must be done in
your data source file and will be done in the "Users list" through the ODBC link. This does mean that if you delete an user in your data source file, this user
will also be deleted in the DBM6000 database. However you can introduce new elements and modifications, for imported users, on the fields that will not
have been linked to the data source file. You will also have to choose the synchronization rythm of the DBM6000 database with the data source file.
Before you configure DinLink, all users of your "Users list" will be displayed with a " " in front of their identifying number. By default, all users are locked.
Once you will have configured DinLink, only the users that you will have linked to your data source file will have a " ". Other users will be encoded
directly in the DBM6000.

What is the ideal data source ?
If you do not use a database but an Excel file or a text file (*.csv ou *.txt) and that you wish to use this data source for the DBM6000 :
It is mandatory that each user have, in your data source, an unique ID (preferably numeric). It can be its working number, its badge number or an
order number arbitrarily attributed.
What does matter is that the system has a unique information for each user. If your data source is a database, the unique ID in the logical number
that is automatically attributed to each user.
In the case of an Excel file, the first line of the file must preferably be filled in with the name of the columns. If there are blank spaces between the
words of the name of the columns, you must put "[ ]" arount the expression. For example, to have "Name of the employee" as column name, you
should enter [Name of the employee].
In the case of a Text file, there must not be a "blank" space after the characters, and there must not be any "Space" below the last line of characters ;
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How to configure DinLink ?
Be sure that your data source file is closed and launch the DBM6000 on the server workstation. Click on "Technical" > "Configuration of DinLink". A
configuration wizard opens automatically. Click on "Next" to pursue.

Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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DinLink - Select data source
DinLink uses an ODBC link to import data from your data source file into the database of the DBM6000. When you modify you data source file (database,
Excel file, *.csv, *.txt), the changing will be automatically transferred into the DBM6000 database through the ODBC link by a synchronisation of the two
files. For the moment, click on "ODBC" to create the ODBC link.

Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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DinLink - Create the ODBC link
1. Only if your server workstation must run as a "Windows service", go to the tab "System DSN". Otherwise, go to the tab "User DSN". You will now have
to create an ODBC link. Click on "Add".

2. In the just opened window, select the driver that corresponds to your data source. Click then on "Finish".
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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DinLink - Configure data source
In the opened window, you can give a name to your ODBC link and enter a description of it (not mandatory).
The part "Database" and the "Options" menu (displayed when you click on "Options>>") depends strongly on the kind of data source you choose on
previous screen. In general the defaults settings are right. You just have to set the "Database" part.
Select below the kind of your data source :
In case of Excel file
In case of Access file
In case of Text file (*.txt or *.csv)

In case of an Excel file, you can choose the Excel version of your file. Click then on "Sélectionner un classeur" to browse your computer and select
the file that contains your users data.

Select in the right column the directory in which your data source is and select the file in the left column. Click then on "OK". You are now
back in the window "d'Installation ODBC pour Microsoft Excel". Click on "OK".
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In the case of a Microsoft Access file, click on "Select" to browse your computer and select your database.
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The opened window allows you to select the place where your database file is. Select the directory in which your database file is in the rightcolumn and the file in the left column. Click on "OK". Your are back on the window "d'Installation ODCB pour Microsoft Access". Click on
"OK".
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In the case of a text file (*.txt, *.csv), the system uses by default the directory in which you installed the program. If your data source is somewhere
else, uncheck the option"Utilisation du répertoire en cours" and click on "Sélectionner le répertoire". Click then on "Options" to display the
panel "File". Uncheck the option "by default" and click on "Définir le format".

In the left part "Tables", select your data source in the column :
If the first line of each column contains the name of the column, check "Nom de colonne en en-tête". If this is not the case, leave the box free.
About the "Format", choose your kind of data separator in your data source file.
We advise you to choose "Personnalized" in the drop-down menu.
In the "Délimiteur" field, enter the kind of separator you use in your data source (most often, dot coma (;)).
In the field "Lignes à balayer", enter "0".
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In the right part "Columns", you must now enter the format of each column. Click on "Find out" in the right part so that the system can find the name of
the columns.
If you have checked the option "Nom de colonne en en-tête" :
The system will find the name of the columns and display them in the field "Columns". You can now check if the data type ("Char" for characters,
"Date" for a date), the name and the width of the field are correct.
Do not forget to click on "Modify" after each modifications you make otherwise they will not be taken into account.
Then click on "OK".

If you have'nt checked the option "Nom de colonne en en-tête" :
The system will display "F1", "F2", "F3", etc. for every column existing in your data source file.
Check that the data type that is shown is correct.
You can give a name to each column with the field "Name".
Do not forget to click on "Modify" after each modification you make otherwise they will not be taken into account.
Repeat this operation for every column you wish to import in the users list of the DBM6000. When you are finished, click on "OK".
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Now go to the directory in which your data source file is. A file "schema.ini" has been created by the system. Open in with the "Notepad".
You will have to enter several elements in this file because of a bug of Windows XP (previous versions of Windows do not require this handling).
You can see that, for each column, you have, after the "=", the name of the column and the data type of the column. Nevertheless, the data type isn't
shown when it is a character chain. You must absolutely enter manually "Char" for each column that contains character chain. For example, we have
entered "Char" after the column name "Badge", because we have decided, at the previous step, that it was a character chain.

Be careful, if you use dates in your files, you must also enter manually the date format. You must know that only the english format does
work, which is "YearMonthDay". You must then enter in the file "schema.ini"the following line :
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DateTimeFormat=YYYYMMDD
Your file "schema.ini" will look like this at the end :

Notes: It is also possible to import pictures (e.g. users photos) from files through DinLink. In order to do that, your source file must have a text field
with the complete names of the files you want to import. DinLink will then try to open these pictures, and minimize them if necessary, and save them
as 'jpg' format into the database. DinLink is able to detect a picture change by checking the name, the size and the modification date of the file.

When you are finished with this, you are back on the screen "Selection of the data source". You must now choose, in the drop-down menu, the ODBC
link that you have just created. Enter the login and the password and click on "Next".
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize
|Summary
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Select below your data source :
Excel file
Microsoft Access file
Text file
SQL filter
In the case of an Excel file, you must choose at that step the "sheet" on which the users data are. The sheet will display automatically in the drop down menu, so that
you only have to choose the right one. If the name of your sheet is displayed twice, (once alone and once followed by a "$"), choose the one that is followed by a "$".
Enter or not a SQL filter and click on "Next".

In the case of a Microsoft Access database, you must choose the right table. They will display automatically in the drop down menu. Enter or not a SQL filter and
click on "Next".
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Select the name of the text file that is you data source in the drop down menu. Enter or not a SQL filter and click on "Next".
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The field "Filtre SQL" allows you to apply a filter on your database by using the usual connective. You can choose, e.g., to import in the DBM6000 database ontly the
users that have a parameter below/above a value, between two values, equal to a value or to a character chain, and so on. Only the users that responds to the
criterium entered in this field will be transferred to the DBM6000 database. Be careful, the character chain must always be entered between two simple quotes.
So you can enter in this field, e.g. :
- Poste>40
- Age between 20 and 50
- Company='Dinec'.
Example SQL filter
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize | Summary
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Unique key
Fields to update
Fields concatenation
Specific fields
1. In the field "Unique key", you must select, in the drop down menu, the field (of your data source file) that contains the unique key of each user.
If your data source file is a Excel file or a Text file, you should find the name of the columns in the drop down menu.
If your data source file is a Microsoft Access database, you should find the name of the personnalized fieds that your create in your own database.
You have to choose The field that stands for the unique key (in general the logical number associated to the user).

2. In the field "Fields to update", you will be able to link fields of your data source file to fields in the users list of the DBM6000. You will choose in which
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field of the DBM6000 the content of a specific field from your data source file will be transferred. In order to do so, click on "Add".

3. A window opens on which you must choose, in your data source file, a first field from which the content will be copied in the users list. For example, in
your data source file, you take the column called "Name".
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4. Then choose, in the second drop down menu, the field of the users list of the DBM6000 in which the content of the selected field in "Source column
(or expression)" will be copied.
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5. Repeat these two last steps in order to make the required fields of your data source field correspond to the available fields of the DBM6000. When you
are finished, click on "Next".
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6. To link more than one field of your data source file into one single field of the DBM6000 users list, you can make a concatenation. E.g., the "Name" in
the DBM6000 has only one field. But you may have, in your data source file, a field "Name" and a field "Firstname". So you can enter in the field "Source
column (or expression)" of the screen "New column", a SQL expression so that you can make a concatenation of the two fields (Name and Firstname) of
your data source file.
In order to do so, select "NAME" in the drop down menu en then type : '[space]'+[Name of the other column]. Indeed, if you wish to insert a blank space
between the two fields, you must put a single quote before and after the blank.
Be careful : with MySQL, you must use the function CONCAT(Name,'[space]', First Name) to put two fields together.
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7. Be careful! Some specific fields must be absolutely used together. It is the case of the fields "ValidTo", "ValidFrom" and "ValidAlways". Indeed, if you
have in your data source file two columns that contains the date of beginning and end of validity of a badge, if you link one of those two fields to a
destination column (ValidFrom), you must necessarily link the other field to the destination column that correspondts (ValidTo). Be careful, if you data
source file is a Text file, your dates must be written in the English way (YearMonthDay) and you must write the date format in the file "schema.ini" (cfr.
step "Select table").
On the other hand, three fields of the destination column also have their own particularities :
The field "Category"
In the drop down menu "Destination column", you will see the field "Categorynb". You can link it to a field of your data source file, on the
condition that the category does exist in the DBM6000. If the category has been created in the DBM6000, you will see the content of your
own field in the field "Category" of the users list.
For example, you have in your Excel file a column named "Category", in which you have three categories : COM, SAV and PROD. If you wish to
see them in the field "Category" of the users list, you must create these categories in the DBM6000.
You can see below that the access categories COM, SAV and PROD of the users have been configured. The difference with the column
"Departement" (that is a free personnalized field) is that the category defines access rights in the acess control system.
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The field "Company"
It is the same for the field "Company" than for the field "Category". The company must have been created in the DBM6000 before you begin
to link the fields. If the companies that exists in you data source file have been created in the DBM6000, the system will be able to link them
to the field "Company" of the users properties. To create a new company in the DBM6000, double click on a "free" user (without the " " in
front of his number). In the drop down menu of the field "Company", select "New company". A window "Company properties" opens,
allowing you to encode the company. You can also personnalize the fields by clicking on the button "
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The field "Badge"
If you have in your data source file the badges codes of your users, you can import them in the "Badge" field of the DBM6000 "Users list".
But you have to tell the system the kind of reader the badge refers to (Stid, Dallas, Wiegand, and so on). In order to do so, you must use the
"Cardtype" field.
To begin, link the column of your data source file with the badges codes to the destination column "Badge1" or "Badge2".

Now you must tell the system the kind of reader you use. Readers types are encoded in our system. Check the code that suit to your reader in
the table below.
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Reader type

Code

Dallas

1

ISO2

2

STID

3

IR

4

WIEGAND

5

BARCODE

6

Now add a new column. In the field "Source column (or expression)", enter the reader code. In the field "Destination column", select
"Cardtype1" or "Cardtype2" (it depends on the kind of badge you selected, "Badge1" or "Badge2").

Here is an example of correspondance between the source file and the "Users list" :
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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You must now select the range of users, in your database, that will be reserved for DinLink users. It won't be possible to manage these users directly in
the DBM6000, but only by using your data source file. The others users, that are out of the range reserved for DinLink, will be directly modified in the
DBM6000. For example, you can decide to keep a free range for the visitors if you have a visitor management module like DinGuest.

If the range you reserve for DinLink users is still too small, you can decide to enlarge your database ("DinAccess" > "Options" > "Database" > "Change").
For example, you choose the range from 1 to 70. But you end up having more thant 70 users in your data source file. So you must enlarge your DinLink
range. You decide to enlarge your database to 1000 users, and to reserve the range 200 to 1000 to DinLink users. In that case, the range 1 to 70 won't be
linked to DinLink anymore.
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The system warns you that the users that are now on the range 1 to 70 won't be linked to DinLink anymore. So you have two possibilities :
If you click on "Yes", the system will delete the users from the range 1 to 70 (this range is now free for others users that you can modify in the
DBM6000) and move the users (if they are still in the data source file) to the range from 200 to 1000.
If you click on "No", the system release the users and let them autonomous. This does mean that the properties can be modified in the DBM6000
(the lock is deleted). The users are moved (if they are still there in the data source file) to the range that goes from 200 to 1000.
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In both cases, the users have been moved to the range from 200 to 1000.
But in the case of the "Yes" they have been deleted from the range 1 to 70.
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In the case of the "No", they are now autonomous on the range 1 to 70, and so they can be
modified from the DBM6000. You can see that the sign " " that was in front of their DinLink
user number has now vanished.

Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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DinLink - Synchronize
Now you can choose the rythm of synchronisation of the "Users list" of the DBM6000 with your data source file. You have three possibilities (manual, every
hour, every day) but you always have the possibility to synchronize manually when you are in the DBM6000 by clicking on "

".

When you synchronize the two files you can see in the window "Real time events" of the DBM6000 the result of the synchronization. The system compares
the data source file with the DBM6000 users list on the basis of the unique key you choose in the beginning. For each synchronization you can see the number
of new users, of updated users and of deleted users.
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If there is a synchronization problem you will see "DinLink failed" in the "Comments" of the "Real time events" of the DBM6000.
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You can then see the LOG file to identify the origin of the synchronization problem. In order to do so, click on "Technical" > "Log of the messages of the
application".
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize | Summary
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DinLink - Summary
The last step of the configuration of DinLink allows you to check if the options that you selected are right. Click "Previous" to modify them or click "Finish"
to validate your configuration. DinLink synchronize automatically a first time when you leave the wizard.

When you open the "Users list" in the DBM6000, you can see that all DinLink users have a " " put in front of their number. Depending on the columns
you have linked to the DBM6000 when you selected the fields, you will find in this list the users information. Be careful, you cannot modify the linked
fields from the DBM6000 : you must make your changings in the data source file and they will be applied to the users list of the DBM6000 at the next
synchronization. You can see, in this "Users list", a column "DinLink ID", that shows the unique key you choose for each user.
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You can choose to show or to hide some columns of the users list by right-clicking on the blank part (to the left) of the users list. The opened window
allows you to choose the colums you wish to show and their rank.

You can also sort the "Users list", by clicking on the name of the columns to show them in the alphabetical/increasing order or not.
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If you double-click on one of the user, you display the properties of the selected user. In each tab, you can see that the fields that are displayed in orange
are the fields that are linked to your data source file. You can also see that you can not modify these fields from the window of the user properties.
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Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize |
Summary
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DinLink - Create a category in the DBM6000
If you want a "Category" column of you data source file to be imported in your users' list you must first create this category in t he DBM6000.
So you must first define the access right of each category.
1. To create a new category, click "DinAccess" > "Categories". The window just opened displays all users categories existing in your
installation. Click on "New" to create a category.

2. Now you must parameter this user category and give it a name. You will see more precisely the other options in the online help of the DBM6000. For the moment, be sure
to check "The members of this category are residents" if you are encoding residents. If you are creating a visitor badge, you mustn't select any option on the tab
"General". Click on "Doors and authorised periods".
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3. Now you can select, in the right part, the doors to which the user of this category will have the right to access. Click on the light (red at the beginning, green when the
access is authorized). Then you must create the weekly time zones, which are the time zones, during the week, when the user of this category will have access to the
selected doors. In order to do so, click on "

".

4. The next screen allows you to see the existing weekly time zones in your installation. To create a new one, click on "New".
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5. Now you can choose for every day the daily time zones that suits to the user category you are creating. You can give it a name and click on
"Time zones" to create daily time zones.

6. This screen allows you to see the existing daily time zones of your installation. Click on "New" to create a new one.
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7. You can now create a new daily time zone. Each line represents 15 minutes. You can draw the time zone with the pen and erase with the
rubber. Click on "OK" when you are finished with drawing the daily time zone. You are back on the screen "Daily time zone list", in which
you can see the new time zone. Click on "Close".

8. You are back on the screen "Weekly time zones properties". Select the daily time zone you have created for the days to which it does
apply. You can create several daily time zones following the days (in order to do so, go back to step 16). Click then on "OK". You are back on
the screen "Weekly time zones list" : you can click on "Close".
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9. You are back on the screen of the category properties, in function of the name you gave it. You can now select in the drop-down menu the
weekly time zone you have created. Click on "OK". You are back in the window "Categories list", on which you can click on "Close".

10. You are now on the user's properties window, in the tab "Categories". You can select the category you just created in the drop-down
menu and click on "OK". The user is now part of this category, and has access to the door you have selected at the hours and days you choose
during the creation process.
You can repeat this process to encode the residents in your installation and re-use the category you created or create as much categories and
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weekly/daily time zones as required.

You can repeat this operation to create as much categories as necessary. Once they will have been created and that they will have exactly the
same name than in the DBM6000, when you will have configured DinLink so that the categories of your data source file will be linked to the
"Category" field of the DBM6000, the access right will apply automaticallyl to the users.
Back to field selection Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table | Select the fields | Select
the range | Synchronize | Summary
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DinLink - Personnalize the fields
To personnalize the free fields of the users or companies properties click on "
".
The window that opens allows you to choose the name of the fields and to define them as mandatory or not.
Moreover, by clicking on " ", you can decide if the field is a free field or a field with predefined values. If you choose the predefined values,
enter them one after the other and separe them by a line space each time. Click on "OK" to validate your choice. When you have chosen a field
with predefined values in the window "Name of the fields" the arrow becomes orange : " ".

Back to field selection | Introduction | Select data source | Create the ODBC link | Configure data source | Select table |
Select the fields | Select the range | Synchronize | Summary
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